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THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS. 
THE TRIUMPH OF F AlLURE. 
W ITH one exception, the numerous references in the Catholic Press to the 
crisis of the Land Movement have 
been fair and sympathetic. It is even more 
pleasant to be. able to. say that .they have also 
shown a deep JnsJght mto the vnal1mportancc 
of the Movement. 
There is every reason to be grateful to 
our Press for so pontancous an appreciation 
of our aims and claims. It may well be true 
that it needed an apparent di aster to evoke a 
demonstration which, in k ind and in extent, 
proves that we have put the Land Movement 
permanently on the Cathol ic Map. 
We trust not to be thought ungracious to 
other journals in referring our readers more 
particularly to an excellent article in the new 
Tablet of 25th April, and two long editorial 
discussions in the Catl10lic Herald of 17th 
April and I)th May. All arc of the first im-
portance in their assumption that the move-
m ent has permanent significance and that it 
cannot be allowed to fail. Any doubt as to 
whether our real aims were understood out-
side our own group must be dissipated bv 
these analyses. 
OTHER SHEEP. 
In the second of the Herald articles, there 
is discussed the possibility of helping our un-
employed by co-operatiun in the allotment 
and part-time holding schemes which recei\·e 
Government and other aid . A new body call-
ed The Fisher Committee is understood to be 
investigating the possibilities of this kind of 
help. T he H erald, albeit with courtesy, seems 
to be in some doubt of the reception which 
this effort will have from the Land Associa-
tions, and it seems desirable to make the posi-
tion clear. 
At a time when Catholic Social Action is 
threatened again with bei ng reduced to mere 
talk, there can be no question of anything but 
sympathy with the new proposal. An attempt 
to apply the full Catholic social ethic to our 
distressed country has for the moment failed. 
It has not failed because our urban unemploy-
ed could not rise to its stature, but because the 
crude beastly money was not availab!c. There 
I 
must not, now or ever, be any doubt on that. 
On a small but sufficient scale, the case has 
been proved. But Lazarus still! ics bleeding, 
and if we Catholics cannot take him to our 
Inn, at least we can bind up his wounds. We 
ofTcr out heari.icst good wishes therefore to 
the new enterprise. It will never, we are sure, 
be greeted with anything but sympathy by 
the Associations, and certainly not by this 
organ of the Movement. 
STEADILY & WI IOLE. 
But while this is true, such an efTort can-
not replace or ab.orb th:~t of the atholic 
Land Movement. 'vVc came into existence 10 
apply the full Catholic ethic, and that must 
remain our sole and our essential task. The 
charity of first-aid is, thank God, common in 
Catholics, and doubtless many of our mem-
bers and supporters will be fou nd in botll 
camps. 
Allotments by all means. They are good, 
but they are not the Catholic Land Move-
ment. It is our claim, perhaps our boast, to 
sec the problem steadily and to see it whole. 
It will be difficult, during the coming years, 
to maintain that boast, but through whatever 
charges of pride or of intolerance we must 
keep that vision intact and clear. I t will not 
be an easy task ; to keep reality in focus is the 
hardest problem of man. It is nevertheless 
the chief work of the Church, and of us who 
alone in England, are banded together to 
apply it in its social fullness . 
Many bodies, inside and outside the 
Church, are pleasing God by diminishing 
despair. It is for us to insist that unless Eng-
land is to die, there mu t also be provided 
justice and integral life. 
FULL CYCLE. 
A very eminent agricultural authority 
has recently said : 
"I am yet of opinion that the great lessons 
of the past decade have been lessons re-
learned. We have come to the conclusion 
that the main princi pies o£ traditional 
English farming haYe a sound scientil Jc 
ba is, so that it is dangerous to neglect 
them. Three of these principles have 
emerged again and again in recent exper-
iencc. To system is sound that ignores 
the old principle of rotation; there is no 
substitute for humus; 'You may hurl out 
aturc with a pitchfork, but she will re-
turn'." 
What a pity they do not say it all the 
time, especially when the Tractor Agents arc 
about. 
THE CASH A D THE CREDIT. 
The London Commercial Record has 
been discussing agriculture in Germany. In 
what appears to be a well-informed article it 
gives details of how greatly home production 
of foodstuffs has increased during the past 
three years. 
It is interesting to note that a compulsory 
milk scheme, without increasing retail prices, 
has reduced the gap between producer and 
consumer by from 17.6% to 43·5% in differ-
ent parts of Germany. The bulk of this sav-
ing goes, apparently, to the farmer. 
We do these things better in England. 
We give up our liberty, the housewife pays 
more and the farmer gets less. We let the 
credit go, and do not even have the chance to 
take the cash . 
Cynical old gentlemen tell us from time 
to time that freedom is in the very air we 
breathe. 
Memorandum. To investigate the pro-
position that the only thing necessary fm· Eng-
land is to convince the simple souls who live 
there that speech was given to men, that they 
might conceal their thoughts. 
CLOVE HOOFS. 
The same journal reports at some length 
an address by Dr. H . G. Sanders, at the Ox-
ford Mechanisation Conference, 1936. The 
Doctor's conclusion is that "Mechanisation 
entails the purchase of expensive implements 
and that purchase can only be justified by a 
con~tderable acreage; thus diversity will be 
ltmt ted by acreage." Exit the small farmer, 
and enter the product of the School of Agri-
culture. 
THE TUR OF THE SCREW. 
The Milk Marketing Board has submit-
ted to the Minister of Agriculture a number 
of amendments to the Milk Scheme. They in-
clude the abolition of exemption for producers 
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having not more than four cows, and increas-
ing the minimum number of applicants for 
a poll to revise the scheme from 500 to 5,ooo, 
pos essing not fewer than roo,ooo cows. 
Goliath is still terrified of David, we hope 
with equal reason, but could not Goliath at 
least be dignified? It does not look well for 
our super-producers to fear the competition 
of little men-such little men-with fewer 
than four cows. 
FALLI TG I TO LI E . 
The Dorset Agricultural Committee has 
adjourned for twelve months a scheme to 
establish a £2o,ooo Land Settlement for men 
from the Special Areas. Colonel Nixon, ob-
jecting, quoted cases of men who had drawn 
£2,ooo in unemployment benefit. He urged 
that it was better to usc that money to put 
men on the bnd to become normal citizens 
instead of continuing in a condition which 
resulted in mental, moral and physical deter-
ioration. " Give them the benefits, such as we 
have, of being Englishmen." The D orset 
Agricultural Committee knows better. Per-
haps it is also impressed by the F.B.I. argu-
ment about imports, from which Dorset, of 
all counties, derives such solid advantages. 
THE BIRD. 
The authorities are trying to put over a 
marketing scheme for Poultry and Eggs by 
the methods fami liar to certain gentlemen 
who usc cards in trains. They say eitlza ~~ 
compulsory cheme, or a voluntary scheme 
with a bonus for eggs marketed through the 
gnding stations. (Why the bribe if grading 
is so obvious a good?). 
The Farmers' Weekly, to its great credit, 
has conducted a ballot of these false alterna-
tives with the addition of a proviso for no 
scheme at all, but a tariff on imported eggs. 
Its issue of 5th June gives the results. 
T hey are as follows :-
For Compulsory Scheme . . . . 2.826 
For Voluntary Scheme with Bonus 10 127 
F~r no Scheme at a ll, but TaTiffs 66:630 
It Js clear from the analysis of the figures 
that the larger producers voted for the 
schemes, in so far as they were voted for at 
all, although the d ivision along lines of size 
is not very marked. It is to be hoped that 
even in so undemocratic a polity as ours, this 
crushing defeat of the schemes will put an 
end to the series. It will be in tructivc to 
observe whether, after such an exposure, a 
handful of highly interested interests can still 
force it through. 
THE ATIO 'S EPITAPH. 
According to the P ress Sir Thomas In-
skip, Minister for the Co-ordination of D e-
fence, in the H ouse of Commons on the 22ncl 
May, uttered these words: -
"EVERY BODY WILL RECOG IS£ 
THAT TI-IE MOM£ T W E BEG! 
TO SPEAK OF FOOD WE ARE 
II VOL VED I QUESTIO S OF 
TRA SPORT , ST ORAGE A TD 
DISTRIBUTIO A TD ULTI v1-
A TELY THE PRODUCTIO OF 
HOME-GROW SUPPLIES." 
Unconscious revelations are of devastat-
ing force, both in debate and in legal evi-
dence. 
T he last phrase of the sentence is the mind 
of the men who govern E ngland. Unless they 
receive quickly the p unishment of men who 
despair of the State, the same words will al o 
serve within a generation as E ngland's 
E pitaph. 
OUR 
---IIII---
NEIGHBOURS' 
LANDMARKS. 
We shall in due course review the sym-
posium entitled "'N"ho Owns America?" re-
cently published by the H oughton Mif[]in 
Company, edited by H erbert Agar and lien 
T ate, in order to give our readers a serious ap· 
praisal of the main thesis and the chief argu-
ments of this vitally important book. Mean-
whi le, we desire to call attention to its appear-
ance as a news eYent of much significance-
as a social portent which ought to arouse 
nation-wide discussion and which may pos-
sibly become a really g reat movement to make 
America free not merely in desire, or in vague 
dre<. ms, or in dim remembrance of times past, 
but in actual ity, here and now. 
In her syndicated col umn, " On The Re-
cord," D orothy T homp on recently called at-
tention to the fact that in this country, in the 
Middle and N orthwest, and notably in the 
Mississippi Valley, "there is the beginning of 
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a movement which sees the American fu ture 
in terms of the restoration of private owner-
ship through a more intelligent agrarianism 
and a co-operative movement." The writers 
of thi symposium sct:k to make this move-
ment articulate and to provide it with leader-
ship. Their effort is "to clear a path that the 
average reader can follow; a path leading 
away from both Fasci. m :!nd ~o:nmunism, 
a\\'ay from centralization and economic l:w-
ery, to small-. calc production and the inde-
pendence of property ownership." 
Among the author represented in " \ Vho 
Owns America ?" there arc Protestants, Cath-
olics, agnostics, men of the South, the orth, 
the East and the W est, men of the countrv 
and men of the towns. But all of them unit~ 
in the "belief that monopoly capitali m is evil 
and sclf-destructi\·e, and that it is possible, 
whi le preserving pri•:ate ownership, to build 
a true democracy in which men v.rou:.J be b t · 
ter off morally and physically, more likely to 
attain that inner peace which is the mark of a 
good life" 
What the writers of this symposium con-
sciously express is something that m illions uf 
American farmers, mechanics, manufacturer., 
store dealers, artisans, \\·orkers, clergymen, 
doctors, teachers, and their women-kind, all 
over the land, strongly believe, and which 
large numbers of them still practise in pite of 
the handicaps which unnecessarily surround 
that practice. If what these writers put for-
ward so lucidly is taken up by some national 
leader, understandingly and honestly, such 
a leader would, we believe, find a vast multi-
tude of Americans rallying to h is standard. 
And it would not be his personal standard : it 
would be the standard of traditional. merica11 
liberty-that real liberty which cannot exist, 
materially speaking, in any nation, unless the 
determining mas of the nation is constituted 
by individuals and families and free groups 
possessed of true property in land and in 
houses and in tangible things-not merely 
job , and some paper holdings of sh::tres in 
enterprises in the d irection of which they h::tve 
no part. For th ::tt mode of life tends toward 
servility, and regimentation, ::tnd degradation 
of human value as urcly, if more slowly, a:1d 
less directly, and less open I y, than Comm un-
ism or Fascism .-From "The Commonn·cnl," 
8th May , r936. 
CONVINCED OF SIN. 
THE pleasure of d~scovering .that one'~ adversaries are tn mcere IS no.t, . as 
might be supposed, an unchnstl~,~ 
. 1'here is a sense 111 whiCh It anscs emotion. . . . r . 1 
from humility. For th.e q hnsnan m po !tiC~ 
debate, insisting on social JUStice, cannot nO\\-
. I y exclude the fear that, after all, some 
M3 . · · 
crude point of fact or arithmetic IS agawst 
him. This circumstance ts often the worldly 
salvation of financiers and others whose greed 
tends to infi ni ty. Out of very humtl tty, even 
if not from a bludgeoned fanh, we are rel.uc-
tant to insist that justice and chan ty, betng 
chief attributes of God, are the most practlc11 
things in the world. . 
l3ut it does happen somet1mes that the 
very elements of a situation prove .th~ 
conscious hypocnsy of those who arc say111b 
that the situation cannot be met. Su.ch 3 Sit-
uation exists in the matter of savmg our 
rotting mul titudes by a return to th~ land .. 
For over eight years the 01stnbutJst 
League has been showing, wnh detatled fig-
ures, how a return to the land could be fin:Jn-
ced by capi talising unemployment. p:ty. T he 
figures, revised from time to ume 1n the ~1ght 
of current practice, now show c~nclustvely 
that a family can be settled and eqUipped a?e-
quately, with a sinking fund to extmgu1sh 
the debt in thirty years, for half tile present 
cost of unemployment p:ty. And as interest 
at three per cent. is allowed. for, it cannot he 
said that the claim of c:tpttal to mterest 1 
overlooked. 
There were originally two arguments 
against the scheme. First, that there was no 
proof of the permanency of unemployment. 
This has been answered by so high an auth-
ority as Sir William Beveridge, chairman of 
the Unemployment Insurance Statutory Com-
mittee, who has recently stated that "the coun-
try must get used to the idea of having a mi l-
lion and a half unemployed." We need not 
dwell on the encouragement to some millions 
of souls which will follow this pronounce-
ment. The point here is that we have offici:tl 
recognition that unemployment will last at 
least thirty years. The second objection was 
that the men could not be taught :tnd any-
w:~y were not willing to return to the land. 
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That :tlso has been disproved, and in any 
case there was no reason why the cxpcdien.t 
should not be tried. There is no trial, anu 
many of the enterprises in process of proving 
the cxped1ent practical have been sma hed. 
The demonstr:.~tion of hypocr isy h:1s thus ac-
qu ired mathematical force, and the ofEcial 
motives st:tnd naked but, we trust, not un-
:J.shamed. 
lt is pertinent to revert here to a work 
noticed in an article of our l:.tst issue. Sir John 
Boyd Orr's "Food He:tlth and Income'' h:ts 
demo.n. tratcd that fou r and :t half million per-
sons 111 tlliS sceptred Isle arc condemned to ,1 
d iet which is gro~sly deFicient in every con-
stituent necessary to health. It is also quite 
dea r from the figures, which are too involved 
to reproduce here, that twenty-two mill ion 
people in this country arc below the poverty 
line in the matter of nutrition. So perishe:~ 
the lie of our h igh sta nda rd of livi ng. What 
we wish to emph:tsise here is the admirable 
philo.ophy of Sir Joh n Orr's appronch In-
stead of considering, with other experts, wh,lt 
is the least food that will keep a man :.!live, he 
has rnkcn as his principle and standard " 3 
state of well-be ing such th:lt no improvement 
c:t n be erTectcd by a change in the diet." uch 
:1 st:111dard is the in:tl ienablc right of every 
hum:tn being. Its :.1chievcment h:ts been 
brought appreciably clo cr by so frank :1 state-
ment and so concl usive an inYestigation. It 
m:1y rcasombly be added that, in m:.Jter ial 
terms, this is :t lso the object or the L!ncl Move-
ment. 
---:tt---
AN OLD BRIDGE. 
By H. E. G. ROPE. 
H istoric, tlw·efore, some eight yenrs ago, 
Destroy'd by Vandals: Whatsisname & Co. 
Doubtless grew fat on contr:~cts to supply 
Instc:td a concrete trough that stabs rhe eye, 
Makes the heart sick, and Moscow vul tures 
glad 
T o see an English Enghnd gone stark mad, 
L ick ing the feet of profiteer ing ghouls. 
A horde of murder-kettles shrieks and howls 
By day and night through old East A nglia, 
Prog rcssi ,·e-like the swine of G:1d:1r:1. 
OUR PRIMARY INDUSTRY. 
FOREIGN FOREIGN FOREIGN 
BEEF FLOUR MUTTON 
FOREIGN 
FRUIT 
Moneylender (to English Agriculture) : HJ will revive you as soon as ever 
it pays me." 
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WHY NOT A PEASANTRY? 
By ALFRED 
GROSCH. 
I the News Cllronicle some time ago Ian Mackay, commenting on Mr. Malcolm 
Stewart's suggestion to transfer unem-
ployed from the distressed areas to new, pros-
perou ones, envisaged as a result one huge 
prosperous area, the rest of the land a rom~n­
tic but sterile ruin, and the whole, to hw1, 
something like hell on earth. Two days later 
Mr. Gerald Barry, looking out of a Kentlsh 
window, found himself admiring the lore and 
knowledge of the countryman, and wonder-
ing what proportion of townsmen knew as 
much of their craft as the simple farm lab-
ourer does of his. 
ow, strangely enough, of all the solu-
tions to the problem of continued unemploy-
ment, particularly where it applies to what 
are called "Distressed Areas," none receives 
more approbation from the Churches, and 
less from in terests outside of them-the Gov-
ernment not excepted-than the policy of 
back to the land. Yet while it is fast becom-
ing clear that all other expedients are failing 
or have already failed, the Government seem 
to be hesitant, or at least niggardly, in trying 
out this least-tried expedient of them all. 
Why, in the face of this hesitancy, one is 
tempted to ask, are the Churches so keen on 
the land solution? Perhaps it might help tf 
I try to answer the question! 
It has been stated, with depressing fre-
quency, that it is impossible to make farming, 
or even small-holding, pay, and viewing this 
statement from a cash-profit basis it must be 
admitted that there is a good deal to be said 
for the truth of it. The man who puts his 
money into land with the idea of raking .1 
dividend out of it generally ends by losing 
both money and land. Why then advocate a 
return to the land for the workless who have 
no capital whatsoever? 
First, we must rid our minds of the terms 
"profit and cash." An unemployed man is 
not concerned with cash profit, but solely 
with subsistence, and this also applies to the 
employed townsman whose wages do not 
exceed 50/- per week. His labour is all spent 
in gain ing a subsistence for himself and his 
family. In most cases, it matters little what 
form his toil takes, it all ends in the same 
wage, and is spent in the same m anner, viz., 
rent, food and clothing. In brief, he labours 
to exist, and it is from this basis that we must 
work out our solution. 6 
A holding large enough to m aintain :: 
man and his dependents requires but that 
much of his time and labour as will satisiy 
those needs. There is no more urgency here, 
in fact less, to concern himself with profi(s 
than when he was coal-heaving, delivering 
milk, or whatever form of work he was en-
gaged at in town. But, if this solution is to 
be tried at all, one thing is essen tia l to success, 
security of tenure. Provided a tenant proves 
satisfactory, his holding must be secured to 
him and to his heirs, if necessary. 
The Churches view tl1e unemployed as 
persons dispossessed of the land, and disposs-
essed by that which every newspaper, hoard-
ing, and salesman says is for the benefit of 
humanity-the machine. The machine, hov.;-
ever, benefits none but the owner who gets 
profit out of it, the worker, even he who 
builds the machine, mere! y gets subsistence 
out of doing so. Therefore, in order that the 
dispossessed may be put in possession again, i t 
is hrst necessary to make them independent 
of the machine. To bring this about land 
must be secured for them out of which they 
may obtain subsistence by the crudest of im-
plements, and the aid of their own labour. 
I think it was Mr. J, A . Spender who 
wrote in the News Chronicle about three 
years ago : "People, if left alone, will gener-
ally manage to feed themselves." 
Obviously, the peasant would be expected 
to make some return to the State, but it could 
be by way of personal service, and be per-
formed in winter or other slack period. 
This solution is surely not only the ideal, 
but the right one, for it would create a class 
that would be stable, and permanently so. A 
class unaffected by markets, prices, imports, 
trade depressions, or even war. In times of 
war women of the peasant class are able to 
carry on quite well un til their men return . 
Taken in its entirety, the scheme possesses 
this great advantage over all other attempts 
to solve unemployment: There is till room 
for a vast increase in Britain's food produc-
tion, and if, as the report on the distressed 
areas implies, some districts can never expect 
a trade revival, it is surely better to bring new 
intere ts, new hope and encouragement to 
these districts than to remove the inhabitants 
elsewhere, and leave the depopulated areas to 
become romantic but sterile ruins. 
THE LAST OF THE REBELS. 
By A R1 OLD LU 
T HE Catholic is the last of the gre.1t rebels. The soi-disant rcvol utionar-
ics arc eloquent in their attack on 
the symptoms but are unable or unwilling to 
diagnose the malady from which civilisation 
i dying. In their heart of hearts they admire 
the mJterial productivity of this age, and Jrc 
content to demand that the poils hould be 
m ore equitably divided, and that the tempo 
of progress should be speeded up. More and 
more motor cars, fewer and fewer babie . 
T hey shJrc the smug satisfaction of the Vic-
torian economists as they contrast modern in-
dustrialism with the unenlightened economic 
o[ their mediaeval forebears . 
Fortunately it is possible to detect signs 
of a change, a growing suspicion even among 
soci3lists, that a civilisation which has revers· 
cd the natural order of thi ngs is not in e\'ery 
respect superior to the older cui tures of the 
past. Those unen lightened mediaevals, groan-
ing beneath the tyranny of grasping priest~, 
did not burn crops while men star\'ed. It h2s 
been left to our progressive age to giYe thanks 
for :1 bad hJrvcst and to deplore the abund-
ance with which the earth brings forth her 
fru its in due seJson. A bad harvest sends Uj) 
prices and enriches those who have mastered 
the technique of exploi ting scarcity. Men arc 
acclaimed as benefactors if they can bring 
about agreements to restrict production. The 
!;ower went forth sowing and received a bonus 
for the seed which {ell on stony ground. 
Our civilisation is disca.ed at the roots. 
Let us not deceive ourselves. The family is 
the corner-stone of the State, and in the de-
cline of the family we detect the sure sign of 
a decadent culture. It was so in Rome and in 
Greece ; it is so in modern England. 
Scientific discovery, material prosrcrity, 
intdectual achie\'ement, all these things are 
important, but the family is more important. 
A civilisation in which it is difficult for your 
people to marry, and still more difficult for 
young parents to raise a family, is a decadent 
civilisation howe\'er magnificent its achieve-
ment . 
The decline of the family and tl-c decke 
of agriculture are among the blessings for 
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which we arc indebted to the prophets of 
laissez-faire. It is becoming increasingly diffi-
cult to remember the immense prestige which 
"The M:~nchester School'' enjoyed in the Vic-
torian .Age. Under the influence of L iberal 
economics, Bright, a kindly and worthy man, 
resisted all attempts to free the child serfs ,Jf 
the factories, and oppo ed the Factory Acts 
as impious attempts to interfere with the holy 
bv ot supply and demand. 
The Church, which ha alw:~ys insisted 
th:~t human val ues must take precedence of 
cconomi 'alues, that labour is not J commod-
ity to be bought in the lowest and sold in the 
highest m:.lfkets, necessarily finds itself in con-
flict with the inhuman creed of the Manches-
ter School. The Victorian Liberals saw noth-
ing to regret in the gradual disappearance of 
the yeoman [rom the land or in the slow sub-
stitution of joint stock companies for the 
smail shopkeeper. On the contrJ ry, they re-
joiced to think that the food we imported 
paid the interest on the loans which our intc~­
national banker had lent to our competitors. 
But the Catholic travelling through fields 
which have gone out of cultivation is sadden-
ed by their silent reproach, for he knows thctt 
too high a price can be p:~id in hun1Jn \'alues 
for mere che::1pness in terms of money. 
The Protestant Churches have surrendcreJ 
one by one to the clamour of the contracep-
tion isr. · eed we wonder? How can those 
Churchc which h:~\'e cut adrift from super-
natural guidance :tnd which are permeated by 
humanism find the strength to resist this all 
but irresistible mo\'cment? But the Catholic 
knows that civilisation must be measured by 
moral standards which arc absolute, and that 
m oral standards must not be lowered to meet 
the requirements of a decadent civilisation. 
The Catholic puts his trust in One who s:~id 
"I will raise all men to me," and condemns 
the cowardice of those who say "I will lower 
all men to this." The defeatists may counsel 
surrender to a degraded civilisation, but the 
Catholic fights on under the banner of the 
grca~est of rebels, in \Vhosc ~cn· ice is perfect 
freedom. 
CATHOLIC LAND FEDERATION 
NOTES. 
I N these notes of the last issue the hope was expressed that negotiations which had been 
proceeding with the Carnegie Trust would result 
in some grant being allowed by that body to the 
catholic Land Federation in aid of settlement 
for their trained men. Unfortunately, thiS hope 
was premature, and negotiations ended w1th a 
categorical "No" from the Trus~. The l.me of 
reasoning which Jed up to this d!Sappomtmg re-
sult is difficult to follow. The Trust had had pre-
pared for them by Mr. Menzies Kitchen a report 
on the possibilities afforded by land settlement. 
This report condemned out of hand the types of 
specialized holding favoured by the Land Settle-
ment Association, with the exception of the part-
time subsistence hol{!ing, of anything up to half 
an acre, \Vhich is being tried in bad areas of un-
employment to make the life of the workers a 
little less grim. At the same time he noted that 
the small mixed farm of 30-50 acres had proved 
more buoyant in adverse conditions than any 
other type and was the most suitable tmit for 
settlement. The Catholic Land Federation ap-
proached the Trust on tile plea that they alone 
were training (and had successfully trained) men 
to manage t11is latter tough variety of small 
farm. The ru:gument seemed unanswerable. It 
was, in fact, not answered. On the contrary, the 
simpl£1' expedient of cutting tile Gordian Knot 
was adopted. The Trust's own expert had con-
demned a certain kind of holding: to propagate 
exactly that kind of holding would therefore be 
a really bold experiment. Fiat! So the Land 
Settlement Association's holding is to be tile 
adopwd child of the Caa·negie Trust. A fortunate 
infant surely <albeit an anaemic one) to be bless-
ed with such influential foster-parents! 
MR. A. W. MENZIES 
KITCHEN: 
"While restrictions of certain 
imports, e.g., bacon, eggs and 
vegetables, may enable hold-
ings of the 3-5 acre type to 
carry on successfully for a 
time, they will eventually come 
into direct competition with 
more economic units of pro-
duction in the country, against 
which they will be unable to 
compete." 
"In the case of pig, poultry 
and egg production, the 3-5 
acre specialist or semi-special-
ist holding is inherently un-
stable as a result of its com-
plete dependence on the world 
price of feeding stuffs." 
"The mixed family farm of 
30-50 acres, on account of a 
flexibility of organisation 
which enables it to adapt itself 
to sudden price changes, and 
of the capacity of the family 
to live off the holding during 
a period of low prices, is the 
most suitable unit of settle-
ment." 
"There is at the moment a 
very definite over-production 
of the main vegetable crops in 
this country." 
"The possible expansion of 
production in vegetables of the 
luxtu'y type is limitoo by rea-
son of the expensive natm·e of 
the final product." 
The following comparisons may be of interest : 
LAND SETTLEMENT ASSOC. 
AND CARNEGIE TRUST. 
TYPES OF HOLDINGS. 
A.-"Predomi.nantly a mar-
ket garden unit of approxim-
ately 5 acres. !-acre devoted to 
house and garden. 1 ~ -acres 
used for soft fruit and 2 acres 
fer select vegetables. Remain-
der under grass utilised for 150 
layinO' poultry and 30 pigs." 
B.-"1 acre on borders of 
lan·ge towns . .. consists of a 
glass house with boiler and 500 
DU!tch lights. ~-acre allocated 
to selected market gardening 
and flowers, and remainder de-
voted to fowl r un with 25 
birds." 
C.-"Predominantly a poul-
try holding of 7-10 acres ... 
20 pigs would fOTm a second 
string. Possibly gl'eenhouse or 
Dutch light cultivation, and 
apples. Perhaps bees . . . Part 
not laid down in grass to pro-
duce crops suitable for pig an::! 
poultry food." 
D.-Resembles C. except that 
fewer poultry and more pigs 
will be kept. 
Extracts from letters jrom Sec-
retary of Carnegie Trust to 
Hon. Sec., Catholic Land Fed. 
"I fear I can only draw your 
attention to the fact that the 
Trustees, like the Land Settle-
ment Association , have decid-
ed to concentrate, so far as 
full-time settlement is concel·n-
ed, upon holdings of the 3-10 
acre size." 
"I am dir~ted to inform yo:.~ 
that the Trustees are not pre-
pared to make the grant you 
require." 
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CATI!OLIC LAND 
FEDERATION. 
"The Catholic Land Associa-
tions exist for the following 
objects:-
... To set up trained men, 
with thei r families, in small 
subsistence farms to be owned 
and managed by the holders, 
and to do this, as far as pos-
sible, in communities of land 
workers and craftsmen form-
ing fully r ounded village 
units." 
"It is well known that one of 
the chief difficulties of the 
smallholder under present con-
ditions is that of disposing of 
his produce if he is a-t a dis-
tance kom large centres of 
population. It is proposed to 
overcome this in three ways : 
<1) . .. The first duty of the 
peasant is to feed himself and 
his family. Only the Stu'plus 
not actually required is sold. 
t2) By co-operative market-
ing of that surplus as far as 
practicable. 
<3> By establishing holdings 
in the form of social and econ-
omic communities which 
would include a proportion of 
village C!'aftsmen and trades-
men. 
And see the files of this Mag-
azine passim. Our regular 
readers aJ·e aware that the 
l<,ederation has worked out de-
tailed schemes of land com-
munities, based on 20-25 acre 
units devoted to the wide~~ 
possible products under 
straight arable farming. 
AS OTHERS SEE US. 
A mere half-hour by the counter of Mat-
teo's coffee-stall could reveal many little vig-
nettes of life. I remembc-;- the man with the 
silver-knobbed cane, the cloak and the opera 
hat. Late one night he came to the coffee-
sta ll , hurriedly drank his coffee, said a few 
words in a cultured voice to Matteo and van-
ished again as quickly as he had come. Later 
another man, we:tring a bowler hat, casually 
approached the counter. Ile asked M:ttteo 
\\'hether a m:tn in an opera hat, a cloak a nd 
carrying a silver-knobbed cane had been there. 
"A clo:1k? An opera hat?" asked Matteo, 
appe:uing to reflect. " o. He hasn't been 
here." 
"Why did you say th:lt, Matteo?" I :tsked 
him after the man had gone. 
"Oh," sa id Matteo, shrugging his shoul-
ders, "I do not betray my customers. Besides," 
he added with h:tlf a smile, "it is not my busi-
ness to help the gentlemen of Scotl:tnd Yard." 
"You are defeating the ends of justice, 
M:ttteo." 
"Justice?" echoed Matteo. "What is jm-
tice? Look! Perhaps this man can tell us ." 
A beggar had timidly emerged from the 
sh::tdows of the Embankment ::t nd stood blink-
ing in the bright lights of the coffee-stall. 
Matteo pushed a cup of coffee and a roll o\·er 
the counter towards him. I never saw M::meo 
take any money from the beggars and the 
"down-and-outs." "We were talking of jus-
tice," sa id Matteo. "Could you tell us wh:1t 
it is?" · 
" There ain't no justice," said the beggar; 
and we all laughed at the finality of his words. 
-F.T. in the Birmingh.nn Post. 
* * * 
"And all this because we worship power, 
money and machinery. These three, but the 
greatest of these is machinery. Since the dawn 
of history men ha\'e worshipped power and 
money. Power and money have corrupted 
society and gi\·en ri$e to g rave social injus-
tices; but until the advent of machinery man 
could still find his way about; his soc ial rela-
tions continued to be more or less normal, he 
still retained the sense of his own personality; 
his image was still the image of God . But 
this gradually ceases to be true as mechanis::-
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tion takes place; society is churned to pieces. 
Man loses his way :1mid the growth of com-
plexity; he loses the sense of reality, of his 
own personality, until finally his image be-
comes that of the machine rather than of 
God ."-Arthur J. Penty, in the American 
Review. 
---u·---
MORE EVIDENCE. 
As we go to Pt·ess, anotl1er statistical con-
firm ation of tl1e national under-nourishment 
comes to hand. "Poverty and Pt1blic Health," 
by Dr. McGonigle and Mr. f. Kirby, is ba.red 
on records and facts gathered during fifteen 
years of public l1ealth service. Trvo outstand-
ing conclusions may be mentioned here. The 
autl1ors state " It appears not improbable t!wt 
nearly one half the population of England and 
T11ales subsists, to a greater or lesser extent, 
below the s,ifety line of nutrition." Thi.r i.i a 
stri!ting corrobol'{}tion of Sir John Orr's esti-
mates 1·efcrred to on rmotllCI· page. In 1929 
part of a slum area in Stockton-on-Tees, where 
Dr. McGonigle is Medical Officer of Healtl1, 
was cleared and the inhabitants transferred 
to a new housing estate. Over a period of 
five years, the death ra!e of those transferred 
to the new area increased to four times that nf 
the normal expectation as contrasted 111ith the 
portion of the area left in tl1e "slums." The 
explanation, of course, is that nearly all the 
rvages or doLe of the tran sferred victims went 
in increased rents and travelling expenses, and 
that many of them literally starved to death. 
Nothing could show more clearly the fallaciej· 
of the housing ramp, which vested interestj· 
still press forward. 
The lesson to be learnt is that these evils 
cannot be eradicated piecemeal. There mu rt 
be a catastrophic c/wnge, and the only exped-
ient including such catastrophic change is a 
return to the land. 
---tt---
If the laity of England would try to re-
introduce modern copies of Chaucer's "Plow-
man," I feel certain the Bishops would under-
take to match him with the "Poor Priest. ' 
Between these two, the le:.~kage of the Church 
could be effectively stopped.-From Flee To 
The Fields. 
INDUSTRIALISM AT THE 
OF SCIENCE. 
BAR 
Some extracts from "MA , THE U TK OW ," by Dr. Alexis Carrel, of the 
Rockfeller Institute; obcl Prize Winner 1912. Published 1935, by Hamilton, Ltd. 
"BEFORE beginning this work the 
author realized its difficulty, its a~­
most impossibility. He undertook It 
merely because somebody had to undertake it. 
Because men cannot follow modern civilisa-
ation along its present course, becaus~ they 
arc degenerating. They have been fascmatcd 
by the beauty of ciences of inert matter. They 
have not understood that their body and con-
sciousness arc subjected to natural laws, more 
obscure than, but as inexorable as, the laws of 
the sidereal world. either have tl1ey under-
stood that they cannot transgress these laws 
without being punished." 
"Modern civilisation seems to be incap-
able of producing people endowed with im· 
agination, intelligence, and courage. In pr:lc-
tically every country there is a decrease m the 
intellectual and moral calibre of those who 
carry the responsibility of public afTairs. " 
"Finally, we must ascertain how the new 
mode of life will influence the future of the 
race. The response of the women to the modi-
fications brought about in the ancestral habits 
by industrial civilisation has been immediate 
and decisive. The birth rate has at once fal-
len . This event has been felt most precociously 
and seriously in the social classes and in the 
nations which were the first to benefit from 
the progress brought about, directly or indir-
ectly, by the applications of scientific discov-
eries. Voluntary sterility is not a new thing 
in the history of the world. It has already 
been observed in a certain period of past ci v-
ilisations. It is a classical symptom. We know 
its significance." 
"In the organization of industrial life the 
influence of the factory upon the physiological 
and mental state of the workers has been com-
pletely neglected." 
"Our life is influenced in a large measure 
by commercial advertising. Such publicity is 
undertaken only in the interest of the adver-
tisers and not of the consumers. For example, 
ro 
the public has been made to believe that white 
bread is better than brown. Then, flour has 
been bolted more and more thoroughly and 
thus deprived of its most useful components. 
Such treatment permits its preservation for 
longer periods and facilitates the making of 
bread. The millers and the bakers earn more 
money. The consumers eat an inferior pro-
duct, believing it to be a superior one. And 
in the countries where bread is the princip:.~l 
food, the population degenerates." 
"Man should be the measure of all. On 
the contrary he is a stranger in the world 
that he has created." 
"Thus the enormous advance gained bv 
the sciences of inanimate matter over those of 
living things is one of the greatest catastroph-
es ever suffered by humanity. The environ-
ment born of our intelligence and our inven-
tions is adjusted neither to our stature nor to 
our shape. We arc unhappy. We degenerate 
morally and mentally. The groups and the 
nations in which industrial civilization has 
attained its highest development are precisely 
those which arc becoming weaker. And whose 
return to barbarism is the most rapid." 
" ro advantage is to be gained by increas-
ing the number of mechanical inventions." 
"Is it necessary to increase production 
uncca ingly, so that men may consume larger 
and larger quantities of useless things? There 
is not the shadow of a doubt that mechan ical, 
physical and chemical science are incapable 
of giving us intelligence, moral discipline, 
health, nerYous equilibrium, security, and 
peace." 
"Modern life is opposed to the life of the 
mind." 
"W calth is as dangerous as ignorance and 
poverty .... We need a way of life involv-
ing constant struggle, mental :1nd muscular 
cfTort, physiological and moral discipline, :Jnd 
some privations." 
"Esthetic activity remains potential in 
most individuals because industrial civiliza-
tion has surrounded them with coarse, vulgar, 
and ugly sights. Because we have been tram-
formed into machines. The worker spends 
his life repeating the same gesture thousands 
of times each day. He manufactures only 
single parts. He never makes the complete 
object. He is not allowed to use his intelli-
gence. He is the blind horse plodding rounJ 
:wd round the whole day long to draw water 
from a well . Industrialism forbids man the 
very mental activities which could bring him 
every day some joy. In sacrificing mind to 
matter, modern civilization has perpetrated a 
momentous error. An error all the more dan-
gerous because nobody revolts against it, be-
cause it is accepted as easi ly as the unhealthy 
life of great cities and the confinement in fac-
. " tones. 
"Most civilised men manifest only an ele-
mentary form of consciousness. They are cap-
able of the easy work which, in modern soc-
iety, insures the survival of the individual. 
They produce, they consume, they satisfy 
their physiological appetites. They also take 
pleasure in watching, among great crowds, 
athletic spectacles, in seeing childish and vul-
gar moving pictures, in being rapidly trans-
ported without effort, or in looking at swiftly 
moving objects. They are soft, sentimental, 
lascivious, and violent. They have no moral, 
esthetic, or religious sense. They are extremely 
numerous. They have engendered a vast herd 
of children whose intelligence remains rudi-
mentary." 
"Civilization has not succeeded, so far, in 
creating an environment suitable to mental 
activities. The low intellectual and spiritual 
value of most human beings is due largely to 
deficiencies of their physiological atmosphere. 
The supremacy of matter and the dogmas of 
industrial religion have destroyed culture, 
beauty, and morals, as they were understood 
by the Christian civilization, mother of mod-
. " ern science. 
"Moral sense is almost completely ignore.-! 
by modern society. We have, in fact, sup-
pressed its manifestations. All are imbuecl 
with irresponsibility. Those who discern good 
and evil, who are industrious and provident, 
rem:1in poor and are looked upon as morons. 
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The woman who has several children, who 
devotes herself to their education, instead of 
to her own career, is con idcred weak-minded. 
If a man saves a little money for his wife and 
the education of his children, this money is 
stolen from him by enterprising financiers. 
Or taken by the government and distributed 
to those who have been reduced to want bv 
their own improvidence, and the short-sight-
edness of manu-facturers, bankers and econ-
omists." 
"Despite the marvels of scientific civiliza-
tion, human per onality tends to dissolve." 
"Certain forms of modern life lead dir-
ectly to degeneration. There arc social con-
ditions as fatal to white men as are warm 
and humid climate . We react to poverty, 
anxieties and sorrows hy working and strug-
gling. We can stand tyranny, revolution and 
war. But we are not able to fight successfully 
against misery or prosperity. The individu.{l 
and the race are weakened by extreme pov-
erty. Wealth is just as dangerous." 
"To-day, wealth does not bring in its 
train any responsibility toward the commun-
ity. Irresponsibility, even in the absence of 
wealth, is harmful. In the poor, as well ~ts 
in the rich, leisure engenders degeneration. 
Cinemas, concerts, radios, automobiles, and 
athletics are no substitutes for intelligent 
work. We arc far from having solved this 
momentous problem of idleness created by 
prosperity, modern machinery, or unemploy-
ment. By imposing leisure upon man, 
scientific civilization has brought him great 
misfortune. We are as incapable of fighting 
the consequences of indolence and irrespon-
sibility as cancer and mental diseases." 
"The acquisition of these qualities calls 
for effort, struggle, and discipline. It also de-
mands that human beings should not be ex-
posed to conditions of existence to which they 
are unadaptable. Apparently, there is no 
adaptation possible to ceaseless agitation, in-
tellectual dispersion, alcoholism, precocious 
sexual excesses, noise, polluted air, and adul-
terated foods. If such is the case, we must 
modify our mode of life and environment, 
even at the cost of a destructive revolution. 
After all, the purpose of civilization is not the 
progress of science and mach ines, but the 
progress of man." 
"Modern society has committed a serious 
mistake by entire! y substituting the school for 
the familial training." 
"The neglect of individuali ty by our soc 
ial institutions is, likewise, responsible for the 
atrophy of the adults. Man docs. not stand, 
without damage, the mode of ex1stence and 
the uniform and stupid work imposed on fac-
tory and office workers, on all those who ta.ke 
part in mass production. In the 1mn:ens1ty 
of modern cities he is isolated and as 1f lost. 
He is an economic abstraction, a unit of the 
herd. He g ives up his individuality. He has 
neither responsibility nor dignity. Above the 
multitude stand out the rich men, the power-
ful politicians, the bandits. T he others are 
only nameless g rains of dust. On the con-
trary, the individual remains a man when he 
belongs to a small group, when .he inhabi~s a 
village or a small town where h1s relauve Im-
portance is greater, w~en he can hope to be-
come, in his turn, an mAuentJal c1t1zen. The 
contempt for individuality has brought about 
its factual disappearance." 
"We have applied to man concepts be-
longi ng to the mechanical world . We have 
neglected thought, moral suffering, sacrifice, 
beauty and peace. We have treated the indiv-
idual as a chemical substance, a machine, or 
a p:ut of a machine. We have amputated his 
moral, esthetic and religious functions. We 
have also ignored certain aspects of his physi· 
ological activities. We have not asked how 
tissues and consciousness would accommodate 
themselves to the changes in the mode of life 
imposed upon us. W e have totally forgotten 
the important role of the adaptive functions, 
and the momentous consequences of their 
enforced rest. Our present weakness comes 
both from our unappreciation of individuali ty 
and from our ig norance of the constitution of 
the human being." 
"We know that he cannot adapt himself 
to the environment created by technology, 
that such environment brings about his 
degradation. Science and machines are not 
responsible for his present state. W e alone 
are guilty. W e have not been capable of dis-
tinguishing the prohibited from the lawful. 
We have infringed natural laws. W e have 
thus committed the supreme sin, the sin that 
is a! ways punished." 
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" L ife always gives an identical answer 
when asked to trespass on forbidden ground. 
It weakens. And civilizations collapse." 
"The spontaneous crash of technological 
civilization may help to release the 1mpulses 
required for the destruction of our prese~~ 
habits and the creation of new modes of bfe. 
"We should no longer be obliged to ac-
cept the barbarous conditions of life in great 
cities, the tyranny of factory and office, the 
sacrifice of moral dignity to economic interest, 
o[ mind to money, as benefactions conferred 
upon us by modern civilization. We sl~ould 
reject mechanical inventions that hmder 
human development." 
"We must rescue the individual from the 
state of intellectual, moral and physiological 
atrophy brought about by modern conditions 
of life. Develop all his potential activities. 
Give him health . Re-establish him in his 
unity, in the harmony of his personality." 
" one o£ the dogmas of modern society 
arc immutable. Gigantic factories, office 
buildings rising to the sky, inhuman cltles, 
industrial morals, fa ith in mass production, 
arc not indispensable to civilization." 
" It is imperative to stop the transforma-
tion of the farmer, the artisan, the artist, the 
professor and the man of science into manual 
or in tcllcctual proletarians, possessing noth-
ing but their hands or their brains. The de-
Yelopment of this proletariat will be the ever-
lasting shame of industrial civilization. It has 
contributed to the disappearance of the fam-
ilv as a social unit, and to the weakening of 
in tell igence and moral sense. It i destroying 
the remains of culture. All forms of prolet-
ariat must be suppressed. Each individual 
should have the securi ty and the stabil ity re-
quired for the foundation of a family . Mar-
riage must cease being only a temporary 
union. " 
"We have now to re-establish, in the full-
ness of his personali ty, the human being 
weakened and standardised by modern life. 
Instead of resembling a machine produced in 
series, man should, on the contrary, emphasi e 
his uniqueness. In order to reconstruct per-
sonality, we must break the frame of the 
school, factory and office, and reject the very 
principles of technological civilization." 
"Men would live in small commumues 
instead of in immense droves ...... The 
peasant owning his land, ~he fisherman own-
ing his boat, although obliged to work hard, 
arc nevertheless masters of themsel vcs and of 
their time. Most industr ial workers could 
enjoy similar independence and dignity .. . . 
It seem that modern business organization 
and mass production are incompatible with 
the full development of the human self. H 
such is the case, then industrial civilization, 
and not civilized man, must go." 
"The dc\'clopmcnt of human per. onality 
is the ultim:~~c purpose of civilization." 
PRIOR'S WOOD HALL 
NOTES. 
FARM 
Vl7 E feel that :1 heavy load of responsib-V ili ty h:~s come on to our shoulders, 
since the dispersal of the other 
tr:~ining brms has left us the position of re-
presenting for the moment the so.le. v1s1ble 
activity of the Catholic Land AssociatiOns. In 
winter time, people know of us rather by 
means of lectures and the like, but in the sum-
mer they come out to see for thc.mselvcs. what 
the fuss is all about. The first 1mpress10n of 
the farm has been improved by the remov:~l 
of an unsightly tangle of trees and under-
growth, and in its place we have made the 
beginnings of an orchard wnh an acceptable 
gift of 25 :tpple trees. We have had a good 
deal of difficulty about hor es, for bst autumn 
one of our three "died on us," and we coulcl 
not afford to buy another at the price which 
horses arc fetching to-day; it is an odd and 
typically modern situation that whilst all the 
gents who instruct us arc declaring that the 
day of the horse is done, yet all land ~en arc 
clamouring for horses and the1r pnce has 
risen above the means of most of us; it is 
surely a case for action on the part of Sir 
W alter G ilbey! Meanwhile we have our £18 
tractor, which has nobly filled the gap for the 
time with much snorting and smell. 
The weather has not been kind to the 
spring work. From the snow blizzard on 
Easter Day unti l the Whitsun holiday we suf-
fered from a long dry spell with cold dry 
winds which not only kept back the corn 
crops but made it almost impossible to get on 
with the planting out of the smaller and vege-
table crops. ow, however, the rain is stream-
ing down, and if anyone is able to inform us 
how to plant cabbages in the rain and to pre-
I3 
vent the water from getting on our neck and 
running down out back (most uncomfor<:~bic) 
he or she will be awarcled the Order of the 
Dry Shirt . At the end of May we were de-
lighted to welcome among our clistingui hcd 
gue ts Dr. McQuillan, now happily on the 
road to work again after a long and distress-
ing illness. The first of our lads who hap-
pened to meet him was from Motherwell! 
Soon a fierce argument was raging which we 
were unable to follow, but which seemed to 
centre about the words "Celtic" and "Rang-
ers" and other primitive terms denoting rug-
ged activity, but when hints of heresy and ex-
communication began to be thrown out dinner 
was hastily put on the table :~nd calm restored. 
There are signs of :1 great deal of activity in 
this neighbourhood on the part of the Land 
Settlement Association, and we have high 
hopes that a mc:~ns will be found for the ini-
ti al settlement of some of our men. 
---u·---
Shalll dog his morning progress in the track-
betraying dew? 
Dema11d his dinner basket into which my 
pheasant flew? 
His dead are in the churchyard-thirty gener-
ations laid 
Their names went down in Domesday Book 
when Domesday Book was made, 
And the passion and the piety and prowess of 
his line 
Have seeded, rooted, fruited in some laud the 
Law calls mine. 
-From Rudyard Kipling. 
NOTES FROM THE ASSOCIATIONS 
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND CATHOLIC LAND 
ASSOCIATION, LTD. 
<R egistered under th e Industr ial and Providen t Societies Acts). 
H on. Treasurer : 
G. MOONEY, 
12 Mor a S t ., Moston , 
' Manchester. 
P atron: H is Lor dsh ip the B ish op of S alford. 
Presiden t : THE R EV. T. FISH, Ph.D. 
Cha irman: THE REV. J . HIGHAM. H on . s ecr etary : 
J oint Train ing F a rm: K EVIN O'BRIEN, 
PRIORSWOOD HALL FARM, "Thom ond," 
PARBOLD Nr. WIGAN. Brookfield Aven ue, 
w a r den a nd Cha plain: Timperley Cheshire. 
DOM GR EGORY BUISSERET, O.S.B . ' 
· d S 1 _ i ng such on the e lines. Adequate training T HE atntude. o.f the Ldan landet~e~- can only be provided on holdings such as those ment Assoc1at10n towar s · h ttle 
dement being based upon the upon w.hich ~he tra111ee opes ~o se . · 
s ecialised type of holding, such as p1g It 1s estimated that to g1ve . satisfactory 
r~arin , poultry keeping and market gar- training in any branch of the spe~1ahsed hold-
denin: , has impelled us. to de~ide whether ~o- ing would enta1l an expenditure of at least 
operation on this basis 1s .adv 1s~blc or practJC- £soo per tra111ee. . 
able. After leng thy cons1derat1on your Com- It is to be noted here, that ~o-operauon 
mittee resolved that there could be .no com- would only be on a £ to £ basts. Conse-
promise on the character of the ~old111g. I t q uently in addition to virtually los1ng control 
is common knowledge that specw~1sed hold- we should ull be commnted to heavy fl nan-
ings provide neither sec~rity no.r econOJ.mc Ill- cia! obligations. 
dependence, su~h hold111gs be111~ subject to vVe were pleased to entertain Dr. Me-
market fluctuations, bank commitments and Quillan once again in the Salford area and to 
such calamities as disease and frost, and the find he was happily on the road to complete 
purchase of ne~essities. Fu:t~~r. we have no 
facilities for tr~umng, or possJbJlllles of provJd- recovery. 
--n---
THE LIVERPOOL CATHOLIC LAND ASSOCIATION. 
President: His Grace the Archbishop of Liver pooi. 
Vice-Presidents: His Lordship Bishop Dobson , COl. Sir J. J . Shute, D .S.O., M.P. , Mr. F . N. 
Blundell, D.L., J.P. 
Cha irman: H on . S ecretary : 
Hon. Treasurer : REV. EDWIN ROGERSON, . 
The Presbytery, Mawdesley, Ormsku·k. J. GAVIN, Esq., 134, Strand Road, J. W. BROWN, Esq., 
A.L.A.A., Joint Training Farm: 
PRIOR'S WOOD HALL, PARBOLD. B ootie, Liverpool 20. 47, Dean e Road, 
Fairfield, Liverpool 7. w arden and Chapla in : 
DOM GREGORY BUISSERET, O.S.B. 
I the previous issue we pointed out that the only hope of obtaining assistance fof 
the training farm in the shape of grants 
from the Unemployment Assistance Board or 
a means of settling those trained was by co-
operation with the Land Settlement AssoCia-
tion. 
Accordingly, the Committee .in.vited. the 
L.S.A. to make a report on the tra1mng gtven 
at Prior's W ood H all. Mr. H. A rbuthnott, 
who made the report, speaks very favourably 
of the work done in the past fifteen months 
by Mr. Pope, the ba ili.ff, with un~killed l~bour 
and in the face of enous financwl handiCaps. 
He points to the fact that the present training 
is in general far m work rather tha n Jn P oul-
try F arming and Market Gardem ng . In h1s 
opinion, practical mstruct1on 1n these two 
branches is absolutely necessary. The land 
under cultivation is being quite well farmed. 
T hin crops could be put down to the bad 
weather last autumn. 
It will be seen that the type of farming 
will have to be changed if co-operation with 
the L.S.A. is sought. Your Committee fav-
ours this change, and there will possibly be 
developments of this nawre towards the end 
of the year. 
Meantime we recommend all members to 
take advan tage o( the summer to visit the 
farm, and to intere t their friends in the 
Catholic Land Movement by bringing them 
to Prior's Wood . 
--tt--
THE SOUTH OF ENGLAND CATHOLIC LAND ASSOCIATION. 
P resident : H is Gr ace the Archbishop of Westm inster . 
Vice-Presidents : H is Grace Arch bishop Goodier, S.J., and Their Lor dships the Bishops CJf 
Nor thampton and Brentwood. 
H on . Treasurer : Chairm an: Hon. Secretary : 
T . 0. BRENNAN, 
351, Addiscom be R oad, 
Croydon, S urrey. 
R ICHARD O'SULLIVAN, K.C. J . J . H . CONS'TERDINE 
Office : 
Chaplain : 3b, Morpeth Terrace, 
London, S .W.l. THE REV. P. F . KEATING. 
T H E quarter from the beginning of March to the end of May has been 
full of varied activity. D rawing-
room meetings were held on March 3rd in 
Eccleston Square, on March I Ith in Caven-
dish Square, and on March 17th in Carlos 
Place, at which Lady Winefride Elwes, Frs. 
Me abb, Baker and Keating, Mr. O'Sullivan, 
Captain W alter Legge and. the Hon. Secre-
tary spoke to int~rested ~ud 1ences . . A garden 
meeting at Stornngton u1 Sussex 1s arranged 
for June 24th, at which Lady W inefride 
Elwes, Miss Starkie and Capt. Reginald Jebb 
are the speakers. Our warmest thanks are 
offered to Major and Mrs. McClymont, Mrs. 
R idley Bax, Mrs. Rochford and Mrs. D avid-
son for their hospitality. O n March 3oth the 
P later Dining Club gathered many land-
minded Catholics a nd a frank discussion fol-
lowed. 
At a m eeting of the Comm ittee on April 
2nd M r. Richard O'Sullivan, K.C ., was un-
animously elected to succeed Dr. Vaughan as 
our Chairman. 
The C.T.S. has re-issued and brought up 
to date with a blue cover Fr. Me abb's and 
Commander Shove's "Catholic Land Move-
ment pam phlett, and 2),000 copies of our 
leaflet were inserted in March and April 
Catholic monthlies. 
On April 19th the Rector of Wonersh in-
vited Bishop D ey to speak to the students, 
and an inspiring evening was the result. It is 
not generally realised that only seven per cent. 
of English people arc employed on the land 
-a fifth of the number so engaged in any 
other European country. 
On May Ist a most useful meeting of all 
interested in any way in the Land was ar-
ranged by G.K.'s Weekly, at which we realis-
ed how much the subject is in the lives and 
m inds of people of all religious and political 
creeds. A two-day Conference is being organ-
ised in London in the autumn to bring to-
gether the many organisations working to res-
tore an English peasantry. We urge our 
readers to write for fuller details to M r. Hilary 
Pepler, the new H on. Secretary of the D istri-
butist League, at 7/ 8, Rolls Passage, E .C.4., 
and to support the Conference in every way 
possible. 
The Hon. Treasurer and the Hon. Secre-
tary took part in a keen discussion in the 
London School of Economics at the kind invi-
tation of the Study Circle of the C.S.G. on 
M ay 7th, and on the 8th the Land Sub-com-
mittee of the F isher Committee for Catholic 
Unemployed (set up by His Grace) held their 
first meeting, with Dr. Grimley in the chair. 
It was reported in two leaderettes in The 
Catholic Times and in an important articles 
in The Catholic H erald for May 15th, which 
should be read. 
Fr. Baker preached the Land Gospel at 
the Oratory on May 24th, and new members 
were enrolled and leaflets circulated. He 
proved his versa tili ty by the successful pro-
duction of "The Barretts of Wimpolc Street" 
for a whole week- May I rth to r6th-at the 
Fortune Theatre, evoking warm Press crit-
iques and adding a very useful sum to our 
funds. 
For over fifteen months at the end of 
July Mrs. Thomas will have provided this 
Association with the hospitality of a room in 
her As t-al ready overcrowded with ever 1 
conceivable thing likely to be useful to our 
O verseas Missionary Priests ~nd Sisters-as an 
office at a nominal rent. H er generous offer 
came at a time when we were in the gravest 
financial straits, and we can never adequately 
thank her for her kindness. 1ow, however. 
the room is needed for family reasons and we 
must seek a new address at the beg inning of 
August. Letters will be forwarded if sent 
here even after we have found another office 
-so cheques and postal orders will be quite 
safe! Mrs. Thomas's motherly generosity 
has provided not only a room but telephone 
extension, typewriter, light and warmth as 
well as a welcome at all hours to VIsitors, 
Committees and C.L.F . meetings-beneath 
the shadow of the Cathedral. We shall always 
regard this as the first real home of our work 
-it has never been a mere office. 
The most important " 1ote" comes last. 
Realising the difficulties that face us on every 
side, we committed the whole Land Move-
ment into the hands of St. T homas More and 
O ur Lady of Walsingham by a avena of 
Masses said along the W alsi ngham Way from 
Chelsea to the Iipper hapcl which seven of 
us travelled- five on foot and two slowly on 
bicycles-between May 13th and Ascension 
D ay. We represented over a thousand who 
joined in the prayers, and most of the expenses 
were defrayed by the generosity of several 
who could not walk themselves. Of the won-
der of that Pilgrimage it would take too long 
to write- and we made it not to talk about it 
to anyone but to O ur Lady, who helped us 
every step of the way and whose answer we 
now await. 
--tt-- -
THE MIDLANDS CATHOLIC LAND ASSOCIATION, LTD. 
Under the Patronage of His Grace the Archbishop of Birmingh am , and th eir Lordships 
the Bishops of Shrewsbury and Nottingha m . 
(Incorpora t ed under the Industria l and Provident Societies Acts, 1893 to 1928). 
Hon. Treasurer : 
H. P. BARKER. 
Chairman : 
THE RIGHT REV. J. DEY, D .S.O., 
Bishop in Ordinary to H.M. Armed For ces. 
Honorar y Cha plain : 
THE REV. T. BOLAND. 
Vice-Cha irman: K. L. KENRICK, M.A., 
7, Soho Road , Birmingham. 
Acting Secretar y : 
DR. JOAN LAMPLUGH, 
73, Cotton Lane, 
Moseley. 
0 WING to the absence of the Acting debts have been paid in full, and a number Secretary on the Continent, the only of payments have been made to senior ex-
statement that can be made is that trainees and others to whom the Association 
the heart-rending business of retmng from was under great obligations. 
W est F ields has gone on to its bitter end. All 
--tt--
I am convinced that the facilities which 
now exist for moving human bodies from 
place to place are amongst the curses of the 
country, the destroyers of industry, of m orals, 
and, of course, of happiness. It is a great 
error to suppose that people are rendered 
stupid by remaining always in the same place. 
- William Cobbett. 
r6 
The deadly efiect of urbanisation possess-
es a profound biological significance. There 
is no other species which exhibits the same 
keen desire to escape at every opportunity 
from its customary habitat as town-dwelling 
man.- W illiam Brend in Health and the 
State. 
JOIN NOW! 
Men are decaying through no fault of their own. The ONLY remedy for England'5 
ills is a Return to the Land. 
Forn; a. branch of the nearest Association in your District. 
Write to one of the Secretaries for a Speaker. 
-11!111--
Hon Secretaries:-
South of England.-1\fr. J. J H. Consterdi e, 3b, Morpe~h Terrace, Lon .. S.W.I. 
Midlands.-{Acting) Dr. Joan Lamplugh, 73• Cotton Lane, Moseley, Birmingham. 
Salforci.-Mr. Kevjn O'Brien, Thomond, Brookfield Avenue, Timperley, Cheshire. 
Liverpoo!.-Mr. J. Gavin, 134. Strand Road, Bootie, Liverpool 20. 
Nottingharn.---Mr. H. G. Weston, M.A., The Villas, Kibworth B~auchamp, Leic. 
--111111-· -
WHAT THE POPES SAY. 
Dal Vaticano, July Ist, 1933. 
"The Holy Father has heard with satisfaction of the progress already made ·oy 
the five Catholic L'3.nd Associations of Great Britain, and prays this important wMk 
Of T('StQrin_g the J>;l'()P ;md healthy lire ?lf the C·.)UOtrysidem:\y l.l(:=ai5undantJy b]e!;sed 
by God and result in a diminution of unemployment through the development of 
the agricultural resouref!<; of the country to the fullest extent poss1ble. . 
"As an encourag-ement to persevere in th1s good work IUs Holiness mo!'-t gladly 
imparts his Apostolic Blessing to all who are engaged in helping to further this most 
praiseworthy enterprise. 
"With tht! assurance of my personal good wishes, 
I am, Yours very sincerelv, 
H. Card, Pacelli." 
--111111--
"EVERY MAN HAS BY NATURE the right to possess property as his own. This 
is one of the chief points of distinction between man anQ the animal creation •... inas-
much as from the produce of the earth he has to lay ~y provision for the future. Man's 
needs do not die out, but recur; although satisfied to-day, they demand fresh supplies for 
to-morrow. Nature accordingly owes to man a storehouse that shall never fail, and THIS 
HE FINDS SOLELY IN THE INEXHAUSTIBLE FERTILITY OF THE EARTH. 
There is no-one who does not sustain life from what the earth produces. 
"The law, therefore, should favour ownership, and its policy should be to induce as 
many as possible of the humbler class to become owners. 
"If any there are who pretend differently, who hold out to a hard-pressed people the 
boon of freedom from pain and trouble, an undisturbed repose, and constant enjoyment 
-they delude the people and impose upon them, and their lying promises will only one 
day bring forth evils worse than the present."-Pope Leo XIII. 
